A Practical Guide for Developing Prophetic Gifts from an International Speaker

*Releasing the Power of the Prophetic*
by Jeremy Lopez

All believers have access to God’s gift of prophecy, yet this is one of the most confusing and misunderstood topics in the Church. Questions such as Who can prophesy? and How do I receive a word? stop believers from stepping out in the adventure of faith that comes from hearing and speaking God’s words.

In this down-to-earth, accessible guide, international prophetic leader Jeremy Lopez shows you how to exercise God’s gift of prophecy. He lays the biblical foundation for prophecy and offers insight and answers for understanding all things prophetic, showing you how to

- tune in to God’s voice
- know the difference between a right and wrong word
- develop and mature your prophetic gifting
- give and receive words from the Lord
- and more!

This is the essential handbook for all who long to move in the power of the prophetic.

“Jeremy Lopez is one of the next-generation prophetic voices that God clearly has His hand on. You will receive grounded teaching and inspiring prophetic activity.”
—James W. Goll, founder, Encounters Network
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